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Missing persons are on 
the rise every year

22,416

In the past five years

70 cases unsolved

around 40,000, 
and it is increasing over time

Incessant crimes

crime rate

more than 3,000 cases a year

exposed to 

various crimes

Incessant vehicle theft,
criminal use of stolen cars

more than 2,400 cases a year

criminally exploited





Issues

①When a child is missing, 
the probability of finding the child decreases 

dramatically with time

②The arrest rate of criminals is dropping every year, 
increasing citizens’ exposure to crimes

④ If cars used for crimes are not found early on,  
various other criminal activities might follow

Solution

Central agencies and local governments need to 
establish a system to track missing persons, criminals 

and criminal vehicles (stolen cars) and arrest the 
criminals as soon as possible.

Enable to find missing persons, criminals and 
criminal vehicles (stolen cars) 

and arrest the criminals quickly.

Set CCTV search target and range

③Missing elderly with dementia are often found dead

Retrieve the vehicle search 
results

Generate the routes of cars being searched

Check the footage of cars on the route generated

Find missing children and 
elderly with dementia

Track criminals and 
criminal cars





Track the routes of cars by detecting and reidentifying people and cars seen on CCTV footage with AI-based footage 
analysis and GIS

Travel route 
generation and 

tracking 
function

Provide a tracking function by 

generating routes for the people 
and cars being searched

Help to find people and cars
earlier using the tracking function.

Advantages

Enhance accessibility with an intuitive 
UI/UX configuration

Enable CCTV equipment management 
and real-time image search.

Enhance ease of use by CCTV 
management that employs a GIS-based map

Help find missing persons and increase 
the preventive effects of crimes by 
quickly tracking people and cars

Reidentification technology
that compares the unique 
images of objects for each 

channel with the images of the 
target to provide the results 
with higher similarity first

Reidentification 
technology





01 – Unique image storage technology

- Select and save unique images 
based on the object tracking 
algorithm

Saving unique images

- In tracking an object, area 
information is delivered 
sequentially. For an area 
information size of “64×128” or 
larger, the images and track ID are 
saved. The information that is 
delivered afterwards is ignored. 

Detailed Technology

Tracking algorithm
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Save unique images
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Frame 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 …

Tracking algorithm



02 – Reidentification technology

Unique images

Similarity (feature vector distance) comparison 

CCTV-C5

Reidentification 
image

CCTV-A1 CCTV-C4

- Register query image by selecting the 
target object based on real-time 
monitoring

- Register query image by file upload

Query image registration

Detailed Technology

- Save object images and extract 
features for each CCTV channel

- Save channel information, time, 
location and object feature information

- Compare features and determine 
similarity between the object image 
and the query image

- Reidentify the objects of the relevant 
channel in determining the identical 
object and deliver image output

Object reidentification Query image

CCTV-A1
CCTV-C4 CCTV-B2 CCTV-C5

Human object feature 
extraction model 

Feature data extraction 
by image

CCTV-A1

RANK 3

CCTV-C5RANK 2

CCTV-B2

CCTV-B2CCTV-C4

RANK 1

CCTV-C4









01 – CCTV management function

Create environment for reidentifying objects 
through systematic CCTV management 

Detailed Functions

Search a CCTV

Check the registered CCTV list

Check the detailed CCTV information 

Add a new CCTV

Chang the existing CCTVs’ location



02 – Real-time and saved CCTV footage inquiry function

Detailed Functions

Retrieve real-time CCTV footage

Retrieve saved CCTV footage

Select a CCTV

Select a specific time in the past 

Improve footage analysis efficiency with real-time/

non-real-time CCTV footage management and inquiry



03 - Search range selection function

Set an effective reidentification range with

the selection of a CCTV search range by situation

Detailed Functions

Select a CCTV to search a target image

Select an individual CCTV                             

(When selected, the color of CCTV 

changes from blue to gray)

Select CCTV range setting 

Display the selected CCTV 



04 - Similarity-based image output and travel route generation function

Detailed Functions

Deliver image outputs in the order of 

similarity based on reidentification 

technology

Generate travel route by selecting 

images with high similarity

Track the location of people and vehicles 

based on travel route generation

Assign numbers in the order of 

appearance on the CCTV by time

Enable early detection of people (missing children, elderly with 
dementia, criminals) and vehicles (stolen cars, criminal cars) 
based on object travel route generation

Contribute to the establishment of a social safety net 
by preventing long-term disappearance and crimes





RTSP

- OS: Ubuntu 18.04.6 LTS

- CPU: CPU Intel(R) Xeon(R) Silver 4216

(16C, 2.1 Ghz) or higher 

- RAM: 2 x 32GB DDR4 2933 Mhz or higher

- SSD: 2 x 1.92TB SATA SSD(TBW1752)

- Installation capacity: at least 20 GB required

- DB: MongoDB v3.6.3

Server environment

- OS: Windows 10 Pro 64 bit

- CPU: Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-4702MQ

CPU: 2.20 GHz or higher

- RAM: 8 GB or higher

- HDD: 1 TB or higher

- Browser: Chrome 102.0

Client environment

Operational Specification

Client 
Browser

DATABASE

Web 
Based 
UI/UX

Control
API

Service
API

Detection Model

Re-Identification Model

Classification Model

･
･･

CCTV

BACK END Deep Learning Core





Increase work efficiency 

Increase the footage analysis-based 
work efficiency

Reduce labor cost by improving work 
environment 

Establish a fast and efficient 
work system

Strengthen the safety 
net for citizens 

Secure golden time and safety 

Allow missing people tracking and 
early detection

Useful in taking initial measures for 
tracking criminals

Track criminal vehicles 
(stolen cars)

Decrease crime rates

Shorten search time

Ensure citizens’ safety by 
optimizing golden time

GOLDEN 
TIME





“Generation of travel route and early detection (arrest) of missing people 
(missing children, elderly with dementia) and criminals”

② Select CCTV range
① Select the person being searched 

in the images 

④ Generate the travel route for the 
person being searched

③ Get image outputs and select 
images with high similarity

① Disappearance of people (missing children, 
elderly with dementia) with criminals

Police

② Reception of crime report

③ Provision of 
information on missing 

people and criminals

④Search request

⑤ Search results for 
missing people
and criminals

⑥ Detection of missing 
people and criminals  

(arrest)

(Tracking people)

Control center



“Generation of travel route and early detection (arrest) of criminal 
vehicles (stolen cars)”

(Tracking cars)

+ Footage of a car on a generated 
travel route (example)

①Vehicle crime 
occurrence

②Sharing criminal 
vehicle information

⑥Provision of 
information

⑦Search

request

⑧Criminal 
vehicle

search results

Police

⑨Crime vehicle detection 
and criminal arrestControl center

Red SUV
12가345

③Criminal vehicle 
appearance

④Criminal vehicle 
detection and report

Red SUV
12가345

⑤Reception of 
crime report

Red SUV
12가345

① Search date and 
CCTV setting

② Fill in vehicle 
information and search

③ Retrieve vehicle 
search results

④ Generate travel route of
the car being searched





Sejong-si uses intelligent footage control for swift response

The technology demonstration of the AI footage analysis system was held in Urban 
Integration Information Center in Sejong-si on the 11th.  Photo source: Sejong-si

Sejong-si is building  a smart, safe city by establishing an intelligent (AI) footage control 
system.

Sejong-si said on the 13th, that it conducted a technology demonstration in the Urban 
Integration Information Center on the 11th. The demonstration showcased an “AI 
footage analysis system,” which is being developed to prevent crimes and enhance 
citizens’ safety. 

The intelligent footage analysis system utilizes AI to analyze shapes captured by 
CCTVs, identifying people and cars. It provides information on travel routes and 
locations of targets by comparing footage from multiple CCTVs. 

In addition, AI recognizes and notifies certain circumstances, such as people who have 
fallen and illegal parking.

This demonstration was held to showcase the advanced citizen safety services that 
combine the technologies of CCTV, big data and AI, and to foster cooperation between 
relevant institutions. 

DAEJONILBO

- Special self-governing municipality 
- Population: 385,609 persons

Institution: Sejong-si

- Number of CCTV channels: around 2,700 
- CCTV operation: VMS integration control and 

integration platform
- GIS: Vworld (Ministry of Land, Infrastructure, 

and Transport)

Operational environment

- Population: 34,515 persons

Institution: Yeongdeok-gun, 
Gyeongsangbuk-do 

- Number of CCTV channels: around 700 
- CCTV operation: VMS integration control and 

integration platform
- GIS: Vworld (Ministry of Land, Infrastructure, 

and Transport)

Operational environment

- Population: 121,903 persons

Institution: Tongyeong-si, 
Gyeongsangnam-do 

- Number of CCTV channels: around 2400 
- CCTV operation: VMS integration control and 

integration platform
- GIS: Vworld (Ministry of Land, Infrastructure, 

and Transport)

Operational environment

Sejong-si crime prevention and 
emergency response service

Introduction of high-speed CCTV footage search system 

Procurement of high-speed footage search and 
travel route tracking system




